
CBR1000RR 
FIREBLADE
SUPER SPORT

Titanium Akrapovic slip-on exhaust 
with a special nano coating on 
the outer sleeve. Laser engraved 
Akrapovic special edition logo. 
Street legal, E1 and TÜV approved.

AKRAPOVIC SLIP-ON 
EXHAUST
08F88-MGP-900

1.516 €

Compact 118dB alarm featuring 
8-stage movement and shock 
detector plus low-drain sleep 
mode, back-up battery and double 
immobiliser. Pre-wired for easy 
model-speci� c installation.

AVERTO ALARM AND 
IMMOBILISER
08E70-MGP-D00

387 €

Allows switching of the rear cowl/
pillion seat without alarm activation.

AVERTO ALARM MAGNETIC 
SWITCH
08E70-MCS-G40

39 €

CARBON-FIBRE REAR 
HUGGER (NON-ABS)
08P70-MFL-T00

Carbon-� bre rear hugger; RC213V-
inspired design with optimised 
carbon layers giving perfect balance 
of lightweight strength. Superb UV-
resistant � nish plus Honda Racing 
logo. Non-ABS model only.

437 €



High-quality carbon-� bre clutch and 
crankshaft covers add purposeful 
race-style to the engine. Right hand 
side wears Honda Racing logo; for 
non-ABS model only.

CARBON-FIBRE CRANKCASE 
COVER SET (NON-ABS)
08F48-MFL-800

0.1

384 €

Rear hugger protects the rear of the 
motorcycle and shock absorber.
Non-ABS model only. Available in 
Victory Red (08F71-MGP-D00ZA), 
Graphite Black (08F71-MGP-D00ZB) 
and Pearl Glare White 
(08F71-MGP-D00ZD).

REAR HUGGER 
(NON-ABS)
08F71-MGP-D00ZA

0.2

253 €

Carbon-� bre front mudguard with 
optimised carbon layers giving 
perfect balance of lightweight 
strength and race-style looks.

CARBON-FIBRE FRONT 
MUDGUARD
08P08-MFL-800

0.3

460 €

Manufactured from water-resistant 
and breathable fabric, allowing 
bike to dry naturally while covered. 
Protects paint against damaging 
U.V. rays and features a securing 
rope plus access to � t U-lock.

OUTDOOR COVER
08P34-BC2-801

0.1

79 €

Tailor-made for CBR1000RR 
Fireblade; luxury design for indoor 
use. Dust-repellent and breathable, 
preventing condensation forming. 
Internally constructed with ‘teaseling’ 
to protect bodywork from scratches, 
� nished in Red with sleek race 
silhouette and CBR Fireblade fairing 
logo.

INDOOR COVER
08P34-MFL-800

175 €

27mm taller tinted Black screen 
provides extended wind protection 
without compromising movement or 
view ahead. Protects the instruments 
from U.V. rays and features Honda 
and HRC logos; complies with 
European Whole Vehicle Type 
Approval (WVTA) homologation.

HIGH WINDSCREEN 
(DARK SMOKE)
08R70-MGP-D00

138 €

Replacement rider’s seat features 
improved cushioning action and 
body pressure dispersion for 
excellent comfort. Highly durable, 
� nished with CBR logo.

COMFORT SEAT (E-CUSHION)
08F82-MFL-800

0.1

541 €

Slim-pro� le heated grips featuring 
integrated control with 3 settings, 
‘smart’ heat allocation that focuses 
on the hand area most cold-sensitive 
and battery-drain protection. 
Special heat-resistant glue also 
available. Heated grips attachment 
(08T71-MGP-D00) required to � t
this accessory.

HEATED GRIPS
08T50-MGE-800

322 €

Tailor-made for CBR1000RR 
Fireblade; luxury design for indoor 
use. Dust-repellent and breathable, 
preventing condensation forming. 
Internally constructed with ‘teaseling’ 
to protect bodywork from scratches, 
� nished in Black and HRC Tricolour 
with HRC logo.

INDOOR COVER (HRC)
08P34-MFL-800B

183 €

0.1 0.1

Easy to mount rear seat cowl adds 
sleek race-style silhouette; replaces 
pillion seat and gives access to 
carrying space. Features HRC logo. 
Available in Ross White (08F70-
MGP-D00ZC), Pearl Glare White 
(08F70-MGP-D00ZH), Victory Red 
(08F74-MFL-890) and Graphite 
Black (08F70-MGP-D00ZD).

REAR SEAT COWL
08F70-MGP-D00ZC

0.1

268 €

Luxury indoor cycle cover for extra 
protection. Internally ‘teaseled’ 
to protect the bodywork from 
scratches. Racy silhouette design of 
motorcycle in Honda Red.

INDOOR COVER
08P34-MEE-800

155 €

CARBON-FIBRE CRANKCASE 
COVER SET (ABS)
08F48-MFL-800Z

High-quality carbon-� bre clutch and 
crankshaft covers add purposeful 
race-style to the engine. Right hand 
side wears Honda Racing logo; for 
ABS model only.

314 €



Easy to apply circular 3-piece 
strips, enhance two 17-inch wheels. 
Available in White (08F84-MFJ-
810A) and Red (08F84-MFJ-820A); 
Honda Racing logo can be applied.

WHEEL DECAL KIT
08F84-MFJ-810A

59 €

Constructed with tamper-resistant 
barrel. Fits neatly under the seat 
while not in use.

U-LOCK
08M53-MFL-800

120 €

NAVI ATTACHMENT KIT
08B70-MGP-D00

Attachment for mounting Navi unit. 
Navi unit not included.

175 €

TANK BAG
08L57-MFL-800

For convenient access to items 
without compromising comfort or 
riding dynamic. With pre-sets for 
ease of use, plus Honda Racing logo 
and integrated rain cover.

109 €64 €

HEATED GRIPS 
ATTACHMENT
08T71-MGP-D00

Attachment for � tting heated grips.

TANK BAG 
ATTACHMENT KIT
08L57-MFL-800A

Attachment kit for � tting tank bag.

77 €

Protects rear of fuel tank from 
scratches; 3-piece adhesive-backed 
carbon-� bre with Honda Wing logo.

TANK PAD, HONDA WING
08P61-MEJ-800

33 €

0.1

Lens-coated carbon-� bre look, helps 
prevent scratches to back of fuel 
tank. Features HRC logo.

TANK PAD, HRC
08P61-KAZ-800B

20 €

0.1

3-piece lens-coated carbon-� bre 
look, helps prevent scratches to back 
of fuel tank. Features Honda logo.

TANK PAD, TULIP PATTERN
08P61-MGM-800A

24 €

1-piece lens-coated carbon-� bre 
look, helps prevent scratches to back 
of fuel tank. Features Honda logo.

TANK PAD, HERRINGBONE 
PATTERN
08P61-MGM-800

24 €

For convenient access to items 
without compromising comfort or 
riding dynamic, includes attachment 
kit. With pre-sets for ease of use, 
features Honda Racing logo and has 
an integrated rain cover.

TANK BAG PLUS 
ATTACHMENT KIT
08L57-MFL-800B

186 €

Tubular steel paddock stand lifts rear 
of motorcycle and facilitates wheel 
cleaning and chain maintenance.

REAR PADDOCK STAND
08M50-MW0-801

124 €



CBR1000RR FIREBLADE
REAR SEAT COWL  
08F70-MGP-D00ZC

Easy to mount rear seat cowl adds 
sleek race-style silhouette; replaces 
pillion seat and gives access to 
carrying space. 

REAR SEAT COWL  
08F70-MGP-D00ZC

Easy to mount rear seat cowl adds 
sleek race-style silhouette; replaces 
pillion seat and gives access to 
carrying space. 

AKRAPOVIC SLIP-ON 
EXHAUST   
08F88-MGP-900

Titanium Akrapovic slip-on exhaust 
with a special nano coating on 
the outer sleeve. Laser engraved 
Akrapovic special edition logo. 
Street legal, E1 and TÜV approved.

WHEEL DECAL KIT  
08F84-MFJ-810A

Easy to apply circular 3-piece 
strips, enhance two 17-inch wheels. 
Available in White (HRC Tricolour 
and Pearl Glare White versions) and 
Red (Graphite Black version).

HIGH WINDSCREEN 
(DARK SMOKE)  
08R70-MGP-D00

27mm taller tinted Black screen 
provides extended wind protection 
without compromising movement or 
view ahead. Protects the instruments 
from U.V. rays and features Honda 
and HRC logos; complies with 
European Whole Vehicle Type 
Approval (WVTA) homologation.

WHEEL DECAL KIT  
08F84-MFJ-810A

Easy to apply circular 3-piece 
strips, enhance two 17-inch wheels. 
Available in White (HRC Tricolour 
and Pearl Glare White versions) and 
Red (Graphite Black version).

SPORTS PACK
08HME-MGP-S14C*

*RTG Packs are available colour-matched in Graphite Black (08HME-MGP-S14A), HRC Tricolour (08HME-MGP-S14C) and Pearl Glare White (08HME-MGP-S14H).

TANK PAD, HRC
08P61-KAZ-800B

Lens-coated carbon-� bre look, helps 
prevent scratches to back of fuel 
tank. Features HRC logo.

TANK PAD, HRC
08P61-KAZ-800B

Lens-coated carbon-� bre look, helps 
prevent scratches to back of fuel 
tank. Features HRC logo.

*RTG Packs are available colour-matched in Graphite Black (08HME-MGP-SP14F), HRC Tricolour (08HME-MGP-SP14C) and Pearl Glare White (08HME-MGP-SP14H).
Manufacturers reserve the right to vary speci� cations, including colours, with or without notice at such times in such manner as deemed appropriate. Major as well as minor changes may be involved.
Every effort, however, is made to ensure the accuracy of the particulars contained in this brochure. Consult your Dealer for details regarding the speci� cations of any featured product.

SUPER SPORT PACK
08HME-MGP-SP14C*

 
CBR1000RR FIREBLADE

342 €

1.800 €


